Good Morning,
Manufacturing : and Employment....and Food Production.
Taxation has to evolve in a "live" liberal manner to meet the needs of the general population.
Evidently taxation has contributed to the two decade long social disruption that has occurred around
Warilla and Wollongong and the erosion of social standing amongst people who consider
themselves as "workers" as distinct from the more professional outlook on life. Other micro areas of
dysfunction would be occurring throughout Australia and its' Territories where possibly the use of
"tax effect" may provide a platform for "forward development". The administering a truck loads of
cash into these situation seems to create more turbulence in the social fabric.
For example ; in the case of failing manufacturing in places like Wollongong ( central south coast
NSW) and Whyalla (a particular sub-region of the Eyre Peninsula) it may be possible to introduce
micro sustainable lowering of income tax rates to enable more value to obtained from wages levels
that are impinged by challenges to manufacturing emanating from the Asian sub-continent where
"wages" are comparably an insulting "joke". Our people are losing long held jobs that they were
satisfied with due to extreme competition from high population cheaper wage areas overseas.
The prescription for "appointing" the micro areas should emanate from submissions by Local
Government Bodies - Shire and City Councils.
This may also be a way of drawing population away from zones that are becoming relatively
unsustainable for living appropriately into the future e.g Redfern (perhaps) or the "close to" coastal
strip south of the Gold Coast.
Perhaps the "Rules" would provide for evidence the working person lived in a proscribed "address
area" bounding the manufacturing employer's site. This evidentiary approach would be verified
through CentreLink on a set date each six months from the tax-payer's birthday. That is, if you live
outside the regional micro sector under the Scheme you revert to national income tax levels or if
you change jobs that cause you to work outside the proscribed regional area.
The sense here is that wages (costs to the employer) are thus marginally reduced in tandem with the
tax proposition. However, I do feel that tax should be levied from a lowered horizon than the
current $26,000 within such a micro approach to taxation.
Also it may be Australians will have to accept some lowering of wages rates in these same micro
areas which would not be hugely supported. On the other hand such a Scheme may reduce the long
term social damage accepting government support outlays causes.
I am looking for a way income tax can "support" people who are evidently happy with repetitive
work practice that brings "grouping" in the workforce and where they appear to be happy with the
surrounding prospects.
Albeit called "economic micro adjusting ... ?
David Thackrah
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